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INNOVATION AND SCIENTH'IC FUNDING 

It is di.fficul t to j 

~ for (like 

mean doomed 

succeed~ it :ts rare that 

that 

Richard A. 

of Californ:ta 

California 

the of the scientific 

can often failures. 

ec. t s • If the ects surv:tve 

fund agen-

ected propo

ect:ton and 

achieve soon to alert the 

are made. However, in such a situa-

tion occurred. I was given both the Alan !'. Waterman Award of the National Sci-

ence Foundation and the Tex.as Instruments Foundation Founders Prize for 

that had been r ected fen: the National Science 

the the National Aeronautics and 

and of Defense. I t an to make my 

known, not because I it but because of my 

as the 

White House 

agency 

of the awa:rdso A discussion with Dr. 

of Science and led to 

before the Committee on Science and 

esentatives. This article is an 

Press of 

with 

of 

of that tea-



I been to with the ecte.d the 

I had been my mentor Alvarez to 

ects on if the ects were sue-

1f10Uld done this I was 

ou:c NASA f mon:ltor 1flao allowed us a fraction of a we 

for amount ¥Jas small and 

•~a:l:ned addition I was able to obtain some seed money from 

the Lawrence th.or:>e involved felt that were 

a risk si.nce the relevant to the 

of mission. 

It is i.n the research 

to until one has done a considerable amount of work on the pro=· 

research in 1965~ our research gr·oup often received more 

the minimum necessary for our 

to seed new ideas. fraction of these ideas led to a formal 

If the proposal wa.s funded~ i.t could seed money for the next 

idea. 

l'he situation our wen~ scrutinized to 

make sure '!f1e WO\lld receive no more than the minimum necessary. did we 

receive the total few of our received money 

even to sustain a ect 9 and we had to obtain support from more than one 

agency. :t:fuch of the time we had once to about nell!' 

now and po fund 

additional constraints on has made it more and more to 

new the Lawrence has continued 

to make seed money it for our research program to 



continue to evolve. 

I have 

tees and 

3 -

several 

and I would like to make a. few 

As I look back on the 

award commit

about my 

these 

I :~:·ecall the.m as some. of t.he most d::Lfficult and stressful of my life. In a very 

known ~ Thomas Edison said that ninnovation is 

Conte~ who studied innovat::ton in architecture~ sug~ 

there are two which must c.ome first: and 

The that I found the most uncomfortable were of 

Dur these one asks many and obtains few 

answers. I was unsure of my response to about 

what I was was "nothing in At times I I would 

answer that au idea I had would just to relieve the of 

doubt. Fewer than one in ten ideas outlived a week; of that did, fewer 

than one in ten turned into an involves a considerable 

amount of in new areas of science. Some felt I 

was ~ and I t sure were wrong. A director of a national labora

accused me of arrogance for 

of research in wnich I had no 

that I could contribute to a 

The and incubation are the most i.n the inno= 

of the pro

effect 

process~ and more attention be to them. 

in the scientific fund process have the unin 

these To of a tree it is not necessary to 
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the tree down; it is icient to the T1.1e 

cedu:res vari.ous restrictions wi:lich do the damage were to achieve a 

the 

home 

the 

effect while that 

of the with sei.ent:Lfic innovation in this may be the cumu

effect of many small each one of ly" 

I will to illustrate how features of the 

system to suppress innovation. 

Eo Oo Lawrence was the d:trec tor of the 

I am told that he his 

hours. He knew that the 

more if took this 

ects. ~~ar and tear on the 

students to practice 

would become 

to work on their 

tools would be 

would research. Now law 

at Berke

in 

machinists 

and 

ible, and 

this 

efficient and effective 

c:i.ent machinists, and few 

tools. Without this 

method. As a result few scientists are 

the ilities and limitations of the machine 

( dur the scientistsp spare 

the scientl.st is unlikely to be able to 

Res tric ti.ons on travel have a severe effect on innova-

tiol1· Science is international in scope, and in 

conferences is important in the The number of 

in a given area is ~ and partici.pa tion in conferences is an 

efficient way to meet and with them0 Yet travel is stric 

and that Which is allowed has special restrictions (e.g. u.s. carriers 

must be used) unless the inconvenience is The of 

several international conferences to my research is clear in my mind~ and I 

I such far more than I should. I do not know 



rest:ric t::lons on 

u.s~ and the 
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trade, or to 

were to save money~ 

appearance of a 

is would show the But I am sure 

of these restrictions when to 

somehow be 

, espec if the substan~ 

harm to 

is another time I fill out a form I can see the 

reason the form was created~ but I doubt that the the 

fraction of my time that I must now out forms~ or the 

fract:l.on of my 

that the more 

told that 

b which is 

forms can be out for me 

of decades 

the lab ; I sometimes thlnk that I 

most 

of 

desk. 1 have become a far more than machinist. 

and consul have central roles in my 

periods~ al to many appear 

duties. due to this conflict~ there 

in part so 

I am 

of their time in 

my time at a 

and 

to conflict with 

are rules which 

tend to suppress these activities. is one of the best ways to fami-

liarize oneself with new areas of science other than those 

A course in 

to two research 

that I :tn 1972 as a part=time lecturer 

ects that were cited in the Waterman Award. A 

of mine wanted to volunteer to teach a course~ it would 

his research~ but was not to do so under his research He was 

to do "full research~ his j that a combination of 

and research would his research 



A agency must not 

mortey ~ any mot'e 

research 

we j 

must not 
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j 

his 

from 

its of 

Those who 

ress must 

make :tt 

~t~:Lsks 

to the fund agencies that it is proper, and essential, to take 

As I ment:loned ~ my own best work was dur when it 

have to an outsider that I was my time. A s career 

in his peers on his ~ not 

We should the same. to the of science. A f agency 

sh(wld not be criticized for failures i.f that agency a record of 

at a risks succeeded. In one should look with 

a.gency 

an 

succeed, for constant success may be an indication 

cautious It is easy to the established scientist 

who conti.nues to work in his established field. It is to the scien-

tist in an area that is not yet ~ or a young scientist work-

in a that has many researchers. I am when Warren 

Weaver retired as head of the Foundation, he said that his 

was that he had 

Prize winners in Medicine and 

substantial research to all 

In the u.s. 

tive; on 

decision which 

had won the awards. 

agencies there appears to be little reward for initia-

9 the contract monitors c,an into for 

be couttter to some The dreaded result for 

ect far from the mainstream of scientific work is a Fleece 

of and must be followed, 

it is to turn down (or to them them to 
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for ) to a risk 

innovative ect can 

a chance. 

, and are many 

funding an 

ects which are 

is j on a time , so nmst the fund agency and its contract men

itors be judged. 

to review. 

They must be to use 

must be to 

discretion in addition 

disagreements between 

, and not to fund those pr ects for which a consensas exists. 

To encourage research, one must ambiguous research. 

Werner von Braun said, research is what I"'m 

I am .") Nonetheless, the agencies are 

when I don"' t know what 

into 

in areas of research. This specialization was undoubtedly 

to avoid waste and duplication, to make certain that the monitors in 

of an area of research are those most in that area. However 

tion has 

example will 

bad side effects for innovation, as the following 

Last year Luis Alvarez and three s made a 

which gave direct evidence of the cause of the world-wide 

the dinosaurs and many other species million years ago. 

which 

Alvare.z 

wanted to a conference in Denmark to discuss their results with other 

, and I offered to ask for travel funds from our contract monitor, who 

during this research@ 

the monitor said that although he had been able to j the 

money)~ could not pay for the tr ~ since office was not 

The fell in the wrong 

'When I called~ 

(as seed 

to sup-
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ization also inhibits 

in 

several times, from 

to 

a renewal for an 

in areas that 

agencies. I 

to to 

not yet 

my area of 

radio !so-

within an area of 

an area of 

is much more Not only must 11 seed" research be 

but one must known to the research 

fierce competition for 

who to review pro-

decision. 

in the 

one often must a 

the monitor who has the final il for the 

'The monitor 

why he b 

have to explain to the scientists he has 

them down for a newcomer; pressure from 

a scientist rejected for a new as as that from a scien-

tist ec in his proposal for renewal. 

I such di.fficu~ties in two of the projects cited in the awardss 

Both times a in the agency was in funding a 

, and which 

, research I was 

ect that seemed so far afield from the work he 

have to draw money from it. In the most recent 

in 

sitive 

has 

led to the invention of a new and very sen

for the detection of trace amounts of radioactivity. The method 

:i.n ~ climatology, geology~ and energy problems. But 

the most obvious are the ones, and because of this I 

to 

t able to find anybody in the of Energy to the 

from the Lawrence enabled our group 

at a slow pace. The NSF 

work I had done had spec 

The dete1'!tion 

ected the ect~ three months after the 

been in the Waterman Award. 

ect "fell into divisions 



the National Science It had been sent to the division 

b for ~ and the monitor in was faced wi the choice of 

my propo or of it in lieu of who had 

funding from for years, and who were doing good work. 

Since it t even clear that my propo in it wasn"t 

too to ect. There was in the NSF who had specific 

b for the area of work outlined in the propo ~ and so there was nobody 

who would have to take the blame for ite The proposal was 

after an to the director of the National Science Foundation~ who 

sent it to the Nuclear Science division for reconsideration and re-review. 

In t I can see that the initial ection of the proposal was due~ 

in to a misuse of the peer review system. I that an innovative 

is unlikely to uniformly good reviews, for such uniformity is pos-

le only in a well-established areas of research in which a consensus has 

developed. My proposal was returned to the agency with a mixture of reviews, 

several high s) and at least one very low ranking (D). It 

should have been that both high and low cannot be correct simul-

The low-risk the agency is to ect 

fund only those received s. But it is the innovative pro-

jects that are likely to get the mixed , and outr ection t 

such special attention, and The agency must 

perhaps have them reviewed 

innovative projects. 

special referees who have with 

Alan T. Waterman Award consists 000 in virtually unrestricted 

funds. I that I have been able to use this money very effectively 

to start several new ects; yet I only a fraction of H. I use 



money as a 

to work on them even 

it 
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me to b 

I have no 

research ects and hire peo-

of other fund For 

of these ects I have been able to obtain other funds~ so I have been able to 

use 

Award allo•.M's me to use the funds with a 

The flexibU 

deal of 

Waterman 

, and I feel I am 

to be able to return more science per dollar than with the other funding I 

The lie, the fund , has an absolute right 

to direct research in the directions it most But 

they have the to do so 9 it is counter to their best interests to 

exercise this TI~e government can best serve the interests of the public 

basic. research, while attempts to direct it. 

The Waterman Award gave me the opportunity to discuss the problems I had 

encountered, with the directors of the major funding agencies. It is clear that 

are well aware of the nature of the problems, but it is difficult to find 

which are to the wide of interests that might be 

The very existence of the Alan T. Waterman Award convinces me that 

knows that the best way to fund research by a scientist is to give 

him a free in spending his funds. 

On the average I believe that most of the rules and 

and I would not necessar advise them. But I that 

basic science is more 

encourage innovation and 

than the rest of our system. If one wishes to 

in science, the most effective to accom

bea:rs this be to remove some of the bureaucratic burden 
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on I recommend s pee 

be from as many of these 

We cannot obtain all of the benefits of the 

funds 

regu-

system in 

science while maintaining public funding® But I think we can obtain some of 

benefits by institutional a few es which reward those who 

risks successfully, and reduce the "punishment" of those who take risk 

fail. The most obvious solution is to mandate , by Congress writing 

into the that personal initiative on the of those who distribute 

funds is to be , while that some mistakes are inevitable. 

The most fundamental mistake made by the funding agencies is the 

that the ability to write good proposals is equivalent to the abil 

to accomplish good research. In response to a query I made to the National Sci

ence Foundation, I was told that a proposal should be as 11 polished11 as a paper 

lished in a major journal. Referees expect all po problems 

to be identified, and their solutions outlined. It is (unfortunately) not an 

exaggeration to say that the agencies expect a proposal to 

discoveries! 

We should not expect research proposals to read like 

ine antici-

proposals. 

To that the solutions to all problems be obvious before the research is 

discriminates strongly innovative work. The process of solving 

such is often the .;:;.;;:=~=,;:; of research. In of my 

projects I did not know how I would solve all the 

had confidence that I would be able to solve them. 

which ~'polished" proposals 

proble~s; but I 

a fundamental 
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of the research , and of the amount of time that can be 

wasted in a text which will never be circulated and which 

will not be funded. I was once to write an 11 

more. funds to 

proposal 

a 

one. We scientists ourselves are much to blame; I know that I too have 

fallen in to the of essed 

solution I offer is well-known: give more to the 

of the scientist~ and less to the proposale An objection 

less to the and more to the be raised~ that 

ments of the would the younger scientists. I 

t that this is a valid ection. Even the younger scientists us 

have a record of ach:!.evement from their Ph.D. thesis and collabo:ra-

tions with senior scientists. And I would still allow the~~~~ wr 

i.f no other way is But the of a 
.,;;;,.;;;~~~;;;;.;;.,;;,;;.;;;.. 

is biased against innovative 

Certain features of the present funding system designed to increase the 

with which money is ~ should be altered. The most important 

of these is the strict tion of the which 

it very for a scientist to follow the direction that research 

leads. ~ must ease the transition in fund that a sci.entist makes when he 

fields. One way to ish this is with seed money0 

I suggest each monitor be allowed 1) 

to a certain fraction, say 10%, of his money in areas outside his special-

which are an of he has The monitor could make his 

own decision how to that among the scientists he monitors; some 

none~ and others might be to 5 or more of their money 
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The mission of the agency not be in 

distributing this 10%~ I 

outside of that mission. 

in many cases that the research would 

~en the monitor finds that enough of his 

has moved into new areas that the 

should have the ability to move that 

stricture is oppressive, then he 

to a new section of the fund 

agency~ without the complete loss of funds to his own area (so that he isn~t 

11 punished11 for having supported innovative work) e 

Obviously such a system could be abused. It is important that Congress make 

clear that the goal is not to minimize abuse, but to support innovation. Abuse 

should be dealt with on a case-by-case basis, not by writing new restrictions. 

10% can represent a large amount of money for some areas of science~ but it is 

the and not the amount that is important. I believe that even this 

small percentage would have an enormously beneficial effect. 

Not only should we eliminate the 11 punishment11 of those who support innova-

tive research, but we should encourage and reward them. 

least expensive and most effective way to do this would be 

I suspect that the 

to give special 

recognition to those monitors who have done a particularly good job in support

ing innovative research, perhaps in the form of a small monetary award. This 

would not only reward the monitor, but increase his prestige and alert others to 

the importance of recognizing and supporting innovation. Anybody could nominate 

a monitor, including superiors in the funding agency or scientists, but I think 

that the award committee should be composed of scientists familiar with the 

problems of innovation, as well as those people in the funding agencies most 

familiar with the problems of funding science. Personally I can think of 

several people I would like to nominate for such an award, who took risks 

to support my work. There might be a similar award for those who distribute 
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money at the national laboratories~ from the director on down to the 

of divisions. 

Innovative science is much like a it can be and 

encouragedw but well-meaning attempts to force it in preconceived directions can 

be tive. The of the fund agencies be to fac 

research~ not to direct it. We are now in a age of science, and most of 

ages in the past have come us take 

to ab 

nbed 

time. 

granted it will forever. But 

ends, conceivably for reasons so minute that they were never recog-

If not abused, our present age could continue for a 

And like a child, it could yield a return that will overwhelm the 

small investment required. 

Prepared for the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract W~7405~ENG~48. 




